
VOCABULARY 

 
 
•Horse: a large animal with four legs which people 
ride on or use for carrying things or pulling vehicles. 
 
•Big: opposite of small / large in size or amount. 
 
•Scary: Causing fright / frightening. 
 
•Guess: To predict (a result or an event) without 
sufficient information. 
 
•Allergic: having a strong dislike of something. 
 
•Shopping: the activity of buying things from shops. 
 
•Afford: to be able to buy or do something because 
you have enough money or time. 
 

without money. :Broke• 

An activity that you enjoy doing in your free time.: Hobby• 

A long printed story about imaginary characters and : Novel•

events. 

the art of forming solid objects that represent a  :Sculpture•

thing, person, idea, etc. out of a material such as wood, clay, 

metal or stone. 

The art or process of making a drawing of something : Design•

to show how you will make it or what it will look. 

slowly and steadily, especially as a way of to run : Jog•

exercising. 



time when you are not working or studying and : Leisure time•

can relax and do things you enjoy. 

illegal activities in general.: Crime• 

poems in general, or the art of writing them.: Poetry• 

a book that tells what has happened in : Biography•

someone's life, written by someone else. 

an event, situation etc. that people do not : Mystery•

understand or cannot explain. 

is a genre of fiction dealing with imaginative  Science fiction:•

content space travel. 

a long written story in which the characters and : Novel•

events are usually imaginary. 

to make clothes, etc. by using two long needles to  :Knit•

connect wool or another type of thread into joined rows. 

a piece of clothing made from wool which covers the  :Sweater•

upper part of the body and the arms, and which does not open 

at the front. 

to join two pieces of cloth together by putting thread  :Sew•

through them with a needle. 

•Crochet: to make clothes and other things using wool and 
a special needle with a hook (= curve) at one end. 

(the activity or job of taking) photographs or  :Photography•

films. 
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